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OBJECTIVITY IN MENTAL TESTING REQUIRES THAT TEST

CALIBRATION BE INDEPENDENT OF WHICH PERSONS ARE USED FOR THE

CALIBRATION AND THAT PERSON MEASUREMENT BE INDEPENDENT OF

WHICH ITEMS APE USED FOR THE MEASUREMENT. PRESENT PRACTICE IS

NOT OBJECTIVE, BUT COULD BE SO, AS SHOWN BY THE EXAMPLE HERE

PRESENTED. DATA COME FROM THE RESPONSES OF 976 LAW STUDENTS

TO 48 READING COMPREHENSION ITEMS ON THE LAW SCHOOL

ADMISSIONS TEST. THE POSSIBILITY OF PERSON FREE TEST

CALIBRATION IS DEMONSTRATED BY SHOWING THAT A CALIBRATION

BASED ON THE RESPONSES OF A DUMB GROUP OF STUDENTS CAN BE

NEARLY IDENTICAL WITH ONE BASED ON A SMART GROUP. THE

POSSIBILITY OF ITEM FREE PERSON MEASUREMENT IS DEMONSTRATED

BY SHOWING THAT ABILITY ESTIMATES MADE FROM SCORES ON AN EASY

TEST CAN BE STATISTICALLY EQUIVALENT TO THOSE MADE FROM A

HARD TEST. THE MEASUREMENT MODEL WHICH MAKES THIS OBJECTIVITY

POSSIBLE WAS DEVELOPED BY GEORG RASCH. IN THIS MODEL THE ODDS

OF SUCCESS ON A TEST ITEM ARE HYPOTHESIZED TO BE GIVEN BY THE

PRODUCT OF THE PERSON'S ABILITY AND THE ITEM'S EASINESS. IN

ORDER TO FIT THIS MODEL ITEMS MUST BE CHOSEN OR CONSTRUCTED

TO HAVE SIMILAR DISCRIMINATION. THE RESULTING MEASURES OF

PERSON ABILITY AND ITEM EAS7.AESS ARE ON A RATIO SCALE WITH A

NATURAL ZERO AND A DEFINABLE UNIT. THIS PAPER WAS PRESENTED

AT THE NATIONAL SEMINAR ON ADULT EDUCATION RESEARCH, CHICAGO,

FEBRUARY 11-13, 1968. (AUTHOR/RT)
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SAMPLE-FREE TEST CALIBRATION AND YIIRSON l',112.ASUREtvreNT

Benjamin D. Wright
Profes:-;or of Education

University of Chicago

Ever since I was old enot;111 to argue with my rals over who had the
best. J.Q., 1 say "best" because some thought 10C was perfect and 60 was

passing, I have been puzzled by menta.: measurement. Even that noble
achievement, 100 per cent, is ambiguoLs. One hunired may sii!nify the
welcome news that we are smart. Or it may just mean the test is easy.
Some students pray for easier tests to make I.:hem smarter.

We all lulow one way a test score can more or less be u:,cd, If

you are willing to accept as a whole the set of it.-:rns rnsking up a standardized

test, you call get a relative measure of abitity. if !,our performance puts

you at the eightieth percentile among college mee, ..-'ous1.1 know where you

stand. Or will you? The same score will also )ut y-ou. at the eighty-fifth.
percentile among college women, at the ninetieth percentile an-iong high

school seniors and above the ninety-ninth percentik among htgh school
juniors. Your ability will depend not only on which items you take but

on who you are and the company you keep.

The truth is that a scientific study of changes in ability, of mental
development, is far beyond our feeble capacities to make measurements.
How can we possibly obtain quantitative answers to questions like: How

much does reading comprehension increase in the first three years of
seehool? What proportion of ability is native and what learned? cer: What

proportion of mature ability is achieved by each year of childhcod?
I hope I am reminding you of some problems which afflict present

practice in mental measurement. The scales on which ability is measured
are elusive and slippery. They have no to cal zero point and no regular
unit. Their meaning and estimated quality depend upon the specific set of

7 ' .,at'liLif str.11.);.if ,:f

child-n-7 . -,..appt-rlod to a. Fol. in thi-,! st..nriardi sample>
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If all of a specified set of items ha. ,.e tri-zd !.), a 1 7.11 you wild.:

to meat3ure, thou aAl you can obtain is hit-; arnorg whatever

groups of children were used to standard:iz. he tett.. 0 u.

interpret this measure beyond the ccinfiries of that itet74; Olose

groups of children? Change the children a.11,1 Iltve. a le' yard.::t;c1(..

Change the items and you have a new yardsti k. cf.' )4 :tir.n t-if items

measures an ability of its own. E~ ch rilea.F3ure derv,mc.3 I ir its meaping on

Si:s own family of test-takers. How can we-i.-iake ,neasure-

ments and build a science of mental development when v, .t 1,ork. with rubber

vavd6tickb'?
-

Obiectivity in Mental Measurement

The growth of science depends on the developmeilt obiecti-4e

methods fol. tra.nsforming observation into ro.t:.as,..irf.rrient 7%1e T.)hva.ical

Sciences are a good example. Their h.e.Drna.r1 is t:.3.!). dev 3 ppment

methods for measuring which are specific: to the r.r1,!asure...ent intended

and independent of variation in the other cha.rPi.cte;:rktics oi the objects
c.measureci.or trey measuring instruments used.. ult a physical

1X

measurement we do not worry about. the individual ilerv7ity .)f the measuring

instrument. Wf, do not concern ourselves with what or.,jec;i other titan the

one we went to measure might sometime be or once h.,ve ;Lien meas:.ired.

It is sufficient to know that the instrutrient is a menL4er ir. good standing of

the crass of instruments appropriate for the job.
When a man says he is at the ninetieth percentile: 5,1 math ability,

we need to know in what group and on what test before Yt.:,..'can snake ray'

sen3e .! of his statement. But when T say I'm S'ti" do you sk to see mu

yardstick? You know yardsticks differ in color, temperAure, compositions,

weight, even size. Yet you assume they share a scale at length in a manner
&ufficiently independent of these secondary characteristiLs to give the

measurement 5'11" objective meaning. I may be at a diff !rent ability

)01:: t i I group 1. y n j.r ,.1t. 7'.;

in all of r. kern.
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Let me call measurement that pcsseeses th3s peoperty "objective"

(Ra.sch, 1960, 9-IZ, 109-1a5; 1966a, 10 .2-105i 1966b, 5'.)) Two conditions

are necessary to achieve it. First, tie calibea,tion of. mea.suring instruments

must be independent of those objects tact happen !o be used for calibration.

We can't have 6he instrument changing every time we use it. Second., the

meaeureme.nt of objects must 'be independent of instrument happene

to be used for measuring.* In practice there ..:oriditiems can only be

approximated. But their approximation is what makes objective hneasurement

possible.
Object-free instrument calibratior. and i'AS;;f1,1rit:txt-Irce object measure-.

meat are the ccettclitions which make it pezaible to gerkeraiize measurement

beyond the particular in:9trurnent used, to compare &ajecrs measured on

similar but not identical. instteaments, and to conaltine or partition instru-

ments to suit new measurement requireme.nta. 41*

The guiding star toward which models for mental measurement should

aim is this kind of objectivity. Otherwise how car. we ever achieve a

quantitative grasp of mental abilities or ever constrec.t a science of mental

development. The calibration of test item easiness must be independent
of the particular collection of persons used for the calibration. The

measurement of person ability must be independent of the particular

selection of test items used for measuring.

../0111017,

There is a third condition which follows from the first two, The
evaluation of how well a given set of observations can be transformed
into objective measurements must be iarAependerit of which objee...-; and
w:iich instruments are used to produce the otmervations. It must also
be reasonable to hypothesize that objects and instruments have stable
characteristics which do not interact with each other.

** Were it useful to glue three twelve inch rulers together to make a.
thirty-six inch yardstick or to saw a thirty-six inch yardstick in three
to make some twelve inch rulers, we would retain our confidence in
the objective meaning of leretle rnear,wrernent7 made with the resulting
neN,e instruments.
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When we compare one item to another in oreer to calibrate items,

it should not matter whose responses to the items ave ,use for the comparisoz .

this means that our method for test calibration st-outd give u the same results

regardless of whom we try the test on. That* tht, srely way -rte w-411 ever be

able to construct tests which have uniform meaning r gardless of whom we

measure with them.
When we test a person it should not matter whi.:11 selection .)f items

we happen to have found couveniertt to measure hirsi with or which items he

happens to have found time to complete. We shouid be able to arrive at
statistically equivalent measurements of hia ability, whatever selection
of items happen to have been used.

An l?om

Well, ey.hortations about objectivity and sarcasm at the expense of

present practices are well and good. But can anything be done about it?

Is there a better way?
In the old way of thing things we calibrate a. sest on a standard sample

of persons. Item easiness is defined by the propo:stion of correct responses

in the sample. Person ability is defined by percer.tile standin% in the sample.
The approach leans entirely on the appropriateness 0" the standardizing
sample of persons.

A different approach is possible, one in which no assumptions are
made about the persons used. This approach lit$Sunte instead a very simple
rr,odel for what happens when any person encounters any item. The rtiod.el

just says that the outcome of the encounter is governed by the product of
the ability of the person and the easiness of the item. Tha.tts all, nothing

more. The more able the person, the better his chances for success with
any item. The more easy the Item, the more likely Au person is to solve it.
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This simple model has a surprising conseqeenee :.:"or item essalysis.

When measurement is governed by this models it .s poseible to teke into
account whatever aislities persons in the calibratisti sample happen to have
ssed to free the calibration of the test from the pazeicelars of these abilities.
The scores persons obtain on the test can be used to _-.move the .ri.fluence

of tseir abilities from the item aralysis,
/ learned this kind of item analysis from Get rg Rasch. But comparable

suggections have been made by others. Some of the have been in print

for years. I don't understand why this powerful method is not used in practice.
Perhaps too few recognize the importance of objectivity in mental

measurement. Perhaps too many despair that it can ever be achieved. Well,

it can, ant: I am here to prove it.
The crucial questions are: Can test calibrati,sn ;really be independent

of the abilie:y characteristics of the pereons used t( make the calibration?
and Can pea -son measurement, the estimation of a person's ability from a
score on some selection of test items, really be independent of which items

are used for the measurement?
I have placed some data in your hands which illustrate that botn of

these ideals can be lived up to in practice. These data happen to come from

the responses of 976 beginning law students to 48 reading comprehension

items on the Law School Admission Test. But they are only one illustration.

Person-Free Test Calibration
alaIO

In order to examine the dependence of test calibration on the abilitiss
of these law students let us construct the worst possible situation. Ir.to a

Dumb Croup, we will put the 325 students who did worst on the test. The

best of them got a score of 23,, Into a Smart Group, we will put the 303

students who did best. The worst of them got a score of 33. We have two
groups dramatically different in their ability to succeed on this test of
reading cfwnprr-.1.1,-,nsion. ter, 1,..,c)ioui 1)1:1tvie.er sms.rtest

of the Dumb Group and the dumbest of the Smart
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Now for t.he a.cid tefist. U would a tesi: cahtz;:tir.,Y DarrAb

r At; ( C rra.rP \kr e e t.1"! S r t t 0 a ?

Y.

and

'1.0 .1 us of thingk: iok using the c.; f..hing&

Of S./ trl e `. s in

pe r - LW-$:1(.1 ertt Th curve c,r1

rin c by I:hts Durnb Group. nr tho

prod,..y:ed by the Grov.p.

Obv....oLtil:r per.sori.-bck.yrsr' calibration biased t.:-(1. the. Dumb Gxoup

bt- thr...imnarable with >r b.ased on the San Group. I; on]. the

1.,n1b Group only set up p-.!rcentile ability rrievsu7is for students

scor t! b.et,,k,:ret teia an.4 ti.c..-44.-avy -three., From ,.Are can

Laly attt thisrn for sWAlor&t.i* b4ritv.iceek

Ore )1 abou.t 43.11

the range covered by r group?

Of COU7','Oe." Figure 1 ritscrth.tri an exaggerated tiii.o.atic.ri. No or,.e

right rnind ild .ttezript to a test calibratic.::-.. on two r3ifferent

Tilt this exaggeraon purpose. It it Airx-ied .a.t. bringing out

person-ly)und e3c calibratior :Inci it prmid.ing

acid test ir zi.ny me;.hc,d which claims t' p.-vrgo.n.free..

Now ie.,. uee how well the new way of tefit cihhraLn handl.,25 this

T wfl ct burtitn. yo u. with tri.?..01,ernatical dt.iIs. Th/..".y

are (r.-,Ncred in :.he references,, Should you become ini.erested in aoplying the

cthr.),i, let me *know. I have a dandy computer program which does it nicely,

tech.n,), write. up which deficribes every step, Let us look at the retults.

Please. examine Figure Z. Same data. Same tz.tet. Same otuderits.

4. /11C I
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i Figure 1 the x's mark the test calibreltIon base' .i." 01,c;- :11,:-r7 ill Group.

The o's mark the calibration based on Cri ..-reup. But row, in Figure

Z, how different are the two calibeation curves?
At thig point you may have a question about 6tow caltheation curves

work to turn test scores into ability measurements- each curve represents
a conversion table. When a person gets a score on he te5t, then you enter
the graph along the bottom at that score, look up vevtically to a calibration
curve and then across to the left horizontally to read off his ability. In

Figure 1 you would read ability in group p- ec.entiles, if you could decide

which curve to use. In Figure 2 ability. is expresse.,:d in legs, if you do

not like logs y'au can take the antilog and get an ability measure on a ratio

scale. This may interest you because ability iv tier.. mea.:,ureed a scale

where zero means exactly no ability and for whi0h a regular reealingful
useful unit can be defined,*

In Figure 1 the calibrations curves :Lto not cet-kifi close to each other.

In Figure 2 they are almost iJadistinguishable. twkroeild you say that the

difference between the two calibrations in Figure 2 was of practical signi-

ficance? How much would you care which of these ce.libration curves you
used to make the test a measuring instrument for you? And yet the two
groups on which they are based were constructed to make it as hard as
possible to achieve person-free test calibration.

14.7....7.4.

For a score of 15, the estimated log ability is about -1.0 and :.he
ratio scale ability is about 0. 4. A score c.,4 .1".3 indicates a log ability
of about +1.0 and a ratio 3ca/e ability of about 2. 7. Thus a score of
35 indicates about 7 times more ability than a score of l5.

** There is a slight systematic difference, But this reading compre-
hension test was taken as it stood without any modifications in favor
of fitting the item analysis model. When test :terns are chosen to
conform to the statistical requirements of the model then no systematic
differences between calibrations are discernible.



One thing that. may puzzle you about Figure 2 is the range of test.

calibration. Either calibration curve provides ability measures for all

raw scores on the test from 1 to 47. How can that be done when neither

group Obtained 271, or than fgeor of the zcorea poessible?

The answer lies in the measuring mOdel on which these calibration

curves are based. Remember that this model uses no assumptions about

the abilities of the calibr.tion sample. Its only assumption is what happens

when. y pet son encou.ntrs any item. Out of this assumption it is possible

to calibra.te a test over its entire range of possible scores even when every-

one in the calibration semple happens to get exactly the same score.

That sounds ianpoE,u'lle. But it follows directly from this new item

analyfiis model. The imperta_nt idea is that even with the same total score

persons differ in which itexris they succeed on. When the calibration sample

is la.rge these differences. cars be used to calibrate the items, and hence the

test over itt? entirr:. range '..)f possible scores, even though only one score

has aci.ually been obsc.trve:c....

How would you do that with the present methods of item analysis?

Comparing tIle calibrations shown in Figures 1 and 2, then, we can

see contr;:,st b:,t1.,,,tert the present 'way of doing things, calibration based

tht. ii 1 ry clistributior of a 1:::.1p.dardizing sample, and a new way of doing

things, calibration which is free :from the effects of the ability distribution

of the persons used for i'he calibration. Which do you prefer?*

thcelgh uete. this new way as your basis for calibration you
couid cc.y-:istruct all the percentile standardizations you wanted.
Nothirg would prev.ent you from embedding your ability measures in

zr,:ny sample contexts as you liked. But, and this is the vital point,
yeu not bf. bound by those contexts. You would have an ability
meas ,are a. invarilnt with respect to the peculiarities of the

S s h '.he test calibra.tior.. 111, you were a. test
e! yo 4 would rict have to worry over whether you had

obte:.rie(i s tancla re.; Es4 inp 1 e 3 to suit your cus tome rs. Your
would valid for all t3ituatioEis in which the test was

a er,:e: o a i; ik the -ta.3.1.-le ?,:irrie, since the calibration was pe1:.son-free,
to vie new data as it came in to verify and it

ibra t.,,on to adci to the ite.ro pool and to document the sLope of
5 :II t, s functioning properly.
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Item-Free Person Measurement
So much for person-free test calibration. NQw. how abo .t the

companion question. Can ability be meEsured in a fashioix t.}-1,, frees it

from dependence on the uee of a fixed -6;vt f f,toa s fs s itent-f. boa person

measurement pcssible? if a pool. of tes.. items have Nften calib7ated on a

common scale can we use a.r, r selection :aie. want from that po:.-L to rra.ke

statistically equivalent ability measurernerwi?
in order to judge whether persOn meask.:remcnt can 1. e i;depend.crit

of item selection we want a situation that will xr2,ak.,. as difficult as

possible for person mtasurernemt to be item-free. For t:dp. we 4vill

divide the 48 items on the original test into t'W 0 stabtests of Z4 items each

with no items in common between them.

It aould be tempting to make these su.btests equal in .verall easiness.
Then they would be parallel forms. But that wou.16 be too t:.me to challenge

a scheme for item-free person measurement. Ireaci the two subtexts
will be made as different as possible. The ,15.4 easiest iterril will be used

to make an Easy Test. The ,24 hardest items will be used to make a Hard

Test. Now, under these circumstances, what is the evidence that ability
measurement can be item-free? In other words, what is the Pvidence that

the ability estimates based on the Easy Test are stathticalll- equivalent with
those based on the Hard Test?

Why do I say statistically equivalent? We know that t.k.re are a wide
variety of factors at work when a person takes a test. Even know?, ig

person', ability and an item's easiness will n.lt tel3 ur exactly how he will
do on the Item. At most we can say what his chances are. This uncertainty
follows through into his test score. Even if we could give a person the same

test twice, wiping all memory of the first exposure from his mind before
his second trial we would not expect him to get the same score both times.
We know there will be some variation. This uncertainty is an inevitable
part of the situation. It is the error of measurement.
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In finding out how free pereion fnet--surernwzt.t can bt.. muct

make allc,wancc for this, We cannot ask '6r/lir:A-1er ,.i,ti;.:nate5., of abil,icy based

m the Easy Test are identical with those based on ft' Hard Ten. But we

can ask whether the two estimates skre close enough :7o tt-tat their differences

are w1-at we expect from the uncertainties In the teattng situation. Are

they close enough in the light of their terror of meastirement to be considered

statistically equivalent?
To answer this question we will examine the te:It re; ponses of the 976

law students to the 48 item test. The score each Rtudent earned on the whole

test can be split into a subscore on the. Easy Te3t and a sobscorc on the Hare:

Test. This gives each student a pair of independent scores each of which

should provide an independent estimate at his re:;ac:ing comprehension abili ;r

In order to convert these scores into ability rneasItres or. a common scale me

will calculate calibration curves like the one in Figure 2 for each of the

subtests. To do this V/ f!' will use item ca.libratiortz on a s-:ale common to all

4 items. Then the separate calibration curves for the E.i.sy and Hard t. acts

will convert scores on these different tests into ability estimates on a ccrnmon

scale. If the data fit the item analysis model, then the independent reedits

from these two different tests should produce staffs: t, equivalent ability

estimates.

Table 1
60.811.

The data are in Table I. The upper half of tkie table is an obvious example

e.i item-bound person measurement, The 976 law 2t dents average 6.78 points

more on the Easy Test than they do on the Hard one. 1-ow can two tests which

lead to such different scores be equated to yield cDmparable ability estimates?

This problem has been handled in the past by referring test scores

back through a percentile table based on, some well chosen standardizing sample

who have taken both forms. That is one way to equate two tests that are
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Table 1

ITEM-FREE PERSON MEASUREMENT

Test Score

Easy Test Hard Test Difference

Mean 17.16

alillicarkonwiramallrOM

10.38

3414mos4+.000.4.nr

6,78

Std. Error 0,13 0.14 0.11

Std. Deviation 3 93 4.29 3.30

Estimated Log Ability

Easy Test Hard Test Difference
4.1111.110.....07114,1%KANIII0.1OPM.412

Mean .464 403 .061

Std. Error .032 .028 .024

Std. Deviation .997 .868 749

Standardized
Difference

0.001

0. 032

1.014



::upposed to measure the same ability. The troub,e is that this equation

depends on the characteristics cf. the sample of pereans used to equate the

tests. We know that an equation 1-eased on one group el' persons ia not, in

general appropriate for equating measurements made on persons from

another grov.e.
is there a better may to equate tests? Can we go directly from a

test score and a person-free calibration of the test i;eerris to a measure

of ability that does not lean on any particular etandaedizing sample and

that is statistically invariant with respect to those calibrated items that

are actually used to obtain the score?

The lower half of Table l shows how the new approach equates the

Easy and Hard tests. For each person we have his score on the Fasy Test

and his score on the Hard Test. For each score we look up the corresponding

estimated log ability on calibration curvee like the ones in Figure 2. For

each pair of scores we obtain a pair of estimated log abilities. They will

not be identical. But how do they compare statistically?

The distribution of score differences with a mezua of 6.78 and a

etatdard deviation of 3. 30 is almost entirely above z-ero. But the distribu-

tion of ability differences with a mean of .063 anel standard deviation of

.749 is nicely centered right at zero. On the average there alternative

estimates of ability seem to be aiming at the same thing.

How does the variation around zero compare with what would be expected

from errors of measurement alone? To examine this we will standardize

the differences in ability estimates. For each test score there is not only

iiee corresponding ability estimate but also the measierement error which

goes with that ability estimate. The difference between the Easy Test and

Hard Test ability estimates can be divided by the measurement error of this

difference to produce a standardized difference.



It is the distribution of th(.3e stand.aro r.,:qiexences vill allow

us whether or not the two ability estienatets as etatietically equ.isalent.

If they are, then this standardized variable sho ld have a mean cf zero and

a standard deviation of one. That would mean Ow, the only variation ob-

served in ability ebtirnates was, of the same magse'tesie as that erspected from

the error of measurement in the test. Table 1 shov0 x that, for these 976

students, the standardized differences in ability est;reates between the Easy

and the Hard tests have a mean of 0.003 and a standarl devii.tion of 1.014.

Is that close enough to zero and one to suit you?

What does item-free person measurement mean fa r test constructors

and test users? If you can make statistically e iva 1 ent y:erson measurements

from any selection of items you wish, then all the: tricky anl difficult prcblems

of equating parallel forms, connecting sequential forms, and -elating short

and long forms disappear. Incomplete data ceastet 'to be a prof lem. You

can measure a person with whatever item he takes.

Once you have developed a pool of itesris which toe-form te this item

analysis model and have calibrated these iterne, then you are fx ee to make

up any tests you wish out of any selection from this item pool. C.)». the

basis of these item calibrations alone and without any further ree.serse to

standardizing samples you can compute a calibration curve or setsle of

estimated abilities along with their errors of measurement for eery possible

score on any subtext you want.
All such abilities will be on the .4a e ability scale whatever subset

of items they were estimated from You can measure John on an Easy Test

snd Jim on a Hard Test and be able to compare their resulting estimated

abilities on the same ratio scale. That means you can say how many times

more of less able John is than Jim in a precise quantitative and meaningful

way-.

You can measure many children with a short test and a few with a longer

more precise test and have all the measures on the same ability scale, Think
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of how the would expedite screening and selection procedure:.. The nurri')er

of items ,ou gave a child could depend on how close he came '0 the point.

of decisieel. Children far away on either side would be quick: y. detected
with a few items. Only children very near the decition point would req-Are
longer tests in order to estimate more precisely on which side of the criterica
their ability lay.

Yoi would let the required precision, the acceptable errer of mez.,st:ree
ment, determine test length. You would not be bound to any perticula:

predetermined set of items. You could select items -...corn a cal.ibrated pool

and compoie test forms extemporayeously to suit your measue.!m.ent reeds.
Yet all the measurements made with selections of items from this pool would
be located on one scale and used to define whatever norms you er your friends

desired. Iesleed, since item analyses would be both person and item free, it
would be easy to construct tests so that all new dam which came in could be
used directly to verify and improve item cal5bration to add new items to
the item pool, to docuxnent the range of persons with whom the test was
functioning satisfactorily and to establish and extend ability norms for what-

ever groups were being tested.

0.10./TOWOMOIR1111

The most important criterion for item selection is the magnitude
of measurement error. This is minimum when the person bein,g
measured has even odds to succeed on the item. That means that
we would like to choose items just right for the person being measured,
items just as easy as the person is able. In individual or computerized
testing where it is possible to choose the next item on the basis of
information gathered from the persons's performance up to that point,
this rule specifies exactly what item to use next.
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The Item An6lysis Model for MeasurL.ag AbAity

By now I hope I have wheut-d your appetite tc 'know more about tiL,,

item analysis model which made these person-frec: tclst calibrations and

item-free persora measurements possible? The measuring zrtociel contains

just two parameters. One of these belongs to the person and represents

the amount of his ability, Zn. The other bel.angs the item and rep..resents

the degree of item easiness, E.. The model combint.s these two ;parameters

to make a probabilistic statement about what happens when the person tties

the item.
Here is the measuring model: The odds in fav,..r of success, 0nt.,

are given by the product of the person's ability Z and the item's easiness Et.*

oni = ZnEi

This is the same as saying that The probability P. that a person

with ability Z..1 will succeed on an item with easiness E. t s the product I E.n
of his ability and the item's easiness divided by oz 2e plus this product.**

.CZ Z E.)
n t n 41 1

This is the measuring model used to analyze the forty-eight reading

comprehension items on the Law School Admission Test.

This can equally well be e:,:.-p.reased in terms of log odds L ., log
ability X log easiness D. as

L = log 0 log Zn + log E. =.X + D, .
111 r. 1

The log odds form brings out the simple linear structure from which
this model derives its optimal measuring properties.

This can equally well be expressed in terms of the logistic function as

P . = 1/(1 I. exp( -(X + D.)) )
n 1
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What does this simple model aay about the scale on which person

ability and item easiness are measured? (kids vary iron zero to infinity.

Since this model gives the odds in favor a succes «s th.e product of person

ability and item easiness, the natural scale on which to define ability and

easiness also varies between zero and fnfirkity.
What does that mean? When a person has no ability then his zero

ability will give him zero odds in favor of succese n7 matter what item he

tries. With no ability he has no chance of succeedir.g. 011, the other hand,

if an item has no easiness, then it is infinitely hard and no one can solvc

it. Measurements made on these scales of ability and easiness have a

natural zero.
What about the unit of measurement? Reconsider the product of

person ability and item easiness. There :41 k n indeterminancy in that product.

We can multiply ability by any factor we like and root change the product, as

long as we divide easiness by the st=ate fa.cto7,, This shows us that if we

want to make measurements, we will have to define a measurement unit.

How can such a unit be defined? One way la to select a special group

of items as standard. These items can be chosen on theoretical or normative
grounds. They calk be chosen because they represent a ,rainim;.1 level of

ability or an optimal level. Once chosen the combined easiness of these items

is set at one. This calibration will then define a 9er/ion's ability as his odds

for success on the standard item?.
Wht-:n a person is functioning at about the level of easiness of these items,

then his ability is about one. If he is below the level of these items, then

his ability is less than one. If in the course of development or education he

doubles his odds for success, that will mean he has doubled his measureu

ability. Thus one way a unit or measurement can be defined is in terms of

even c.)dcis to succeed on items selected to be standard.
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ps;,-sons. These persons can be chosen because they are t,ypical, or be ause

they are hr anal for some criterion 4.n- oecause the .y are the dumbest persons

you can find. Now the ability unit ia the ability ol the standard persors,

if you are just at their standard then your ability is one. If your odds tc

succeed on any item are twice those of a standard person then your ability

is two.
In our exploration into what zero means and how to define a unit Of

measurement we have uncovered the sense in which measures made with

this item analysis model are on a ratio scale. When one item is twice

easy as another, then any person's odds for aucees on the easier item

are twice his odds for success on the harder one.

Finally, and most important, this simple item dtzalysis model has

a mathematical property which is vital to objectivity in mental measurenoent.

When observations are made in terms or dichotomiee like right/wrong,

uccessifailureo then it is a mathematical fzect that this is the only mode?.

which leads both to person-free test calibration arid to item-free person

measurement. When observaticels are dichotomous, the simple farm of

this item analysis model is the -sufficient and tieceesea. condition for

objective mental measurement.
Test Construction and the Future of Item Analuis

What bearing does this model for mea.suring ability objectively have

on the construction of mental tests? The model is so simple that those of

you who have worried about how to do item analysis may cry out, "What

about guessing? What about item discrimination? What.about the influence

of one test item on another?"
It is obvious that in any real testing situa.tion all of these factors play

a part. But rather than "What about them?" I prefer to ask, "What do we

want to do with them?
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We can construct tests in wl.ich guessing plays a big part, in which

items vary widely in their discrimination and in which the answer to one

item prepares for the next. But do we want to? Nast If we asspAre to objective

rrsental measurements. If ws value objectivity, we will employ our teat

constructing ingenuity in the opposite direction,*

if we use multiple chice items, we will devise dietractors that make

guessing infrequent, and we will select items easy enough so that the

motivation to guess is slight. When we pilot study characte 3 tics of

potential items, we will select items for the final pool which discriminate

equally and fit an objective measuring model.

Wen..*. 61.0.M.... wayft

Most item analysis models use at least two parameters to describe

items. in addition to the item eaGiness which is part of the simp3e

model presented here, there is also item discrimination. This

represents the item's power to magnify or attermate i...xtent to

which ability is expressed. The discovery of 1.tixi

was an important step toward understanding how items behave.

But as a parameter in the final measuring model it fatal to

objectivity.

If item disrimination is allowed to remain as an active parameter

in the measuring model, if variation in ite.rn discrimination it.;

tolerated in the final pool of test items, then the possibility of

person-free test calibration is lost.

It may be useful to estimate item discrimination when constructing

an item pool in order to bring it under control through item slection.
But there are more general statistical tests for whether an item

oe a set of items fit this simple item analyAiiq modf.O. These more

general tests are more generally useful.

nAvg:ftrc,",



You might comphia that th'zt., ariv:,:.ce is impossible to ft ilow.

Do not despair. The reading comprehensiort itz.n .s. on the hoot

AcimisJion 'Test were not coLstructed for equal di3crimination O lik 11

independence. They are rstultiple choice items with five alternaiives.
They differ considerably in discriminatort and they are grouped around
common paragraphs of text to be read for corn?reherision. Yet he F5irnplc

item analysis model without guessing, without d4cr:imination a 1 asswning
item independence Si ucceeded qz-Lite well even wits unfit daa. This

shows that the measuring modol is robust with rer.iptct o depa:r.ures from
its assumptions. We do not have to create perfect test in ord. to use
the model. Nevertheless, if we are really intercettc,,I in object; ,e mental
zneasurf.:.ment, then the ideals of no gue6eing equal and

item independence can guide us toward collstructing ',)ettex test,, And

the kind of if.errl analysis II-.Ave illustrated can trAns.forrn observations

made with these tests into objective mental measurements.
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